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G R A P H I C A B S T R A C T

A B S T R A C T

Bioinspired and biomimetic membranes that contain biological transport channels or attain their
structural designs from biological systems have been through a remarkable development over the last
two decades. They take advantage of the exceptional transport properties of those channels, thus
possess both high permeability and selectivity, and have emerged as a promising solution to existing
membranes. Since the discovery of biological water channel proteins aquaporins (AQPs), extensive
efforts have been made to utilize them to make separation membranes–AQP-based membranes, which
have been commercialized. The exploration of AQPs’ unique structures and transport properties has
resulted in the evolution of biomimetic separation materials from protein-based to artificial channel-
based membranes. However, large-scale, defect-free biomimetic membranes are not available yet. This
paper reviews the state-of-the-art biomimetic membranes and summarizes the latest research progress,
platform, and methodology. Then it critically discusses the potential routes of this emerging area
toward scalable applications. We conclude that an appropriate combination of bioinspired concepts
and molecular engineering with mature polymer industry may lead to scalable polymeric membranes
with intrinsic selective channels, which will gain the merit of both desired selectivity and scalability.

© The Author(s) 2021. This article is published with open access at link.springer.com and journal.hep.
com.cn
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1 Introduction

Since the discovery of biological water channels (BWCs)
aquaporins (AQPs) (Preston et al., 1992; Chrispeels and
Agre, 1994; Connolly et al., 1998; Agre, 2004) and the first
study employing these biological molecules for desalina-
tion (Kumar et al., 2007), research on bioinspired and
biomimetic membranes for water purification has flour-
ished over the last two decades. Bioinspired and
biomimetic membranes have been a long-lasting topic in
membrane separation field and active in membrane
conferences such as North American Membrane Society
Annual Conference and International Congress on Mem-
branes & Membrane Processes. For water purification, the
driving force is the global water and energy crisis and a
critical need for energy-efficient water purification tech-
nologies (Shannon et al., 2008; Elimelech and Phillip,
2011; Werber et al., 2016b; Park et al., 2017; Epsztein et
al., 2020). In addition to water purification, chemical
separations are always challenging for energy and
environmental applications (Gin, 2011; Sanders et al.,
2013; Sholl and Lively, 2016; Koros and Zhang, 2017).
Inspired by highly efficient biological transport systems,
scientists and engineers breathe new life to the traditional
membrane separation field: more energy-efficient and
chemically versatile separations.
Over the past decade, AQP-based desalination mem-

branes have been extensively tested in laboratory-scale
studies (Wang et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2012b; Tang et al.,
2015). Aquaporin A/S has commercialized this type of
membranes (Aquaporin A/S; Tang et al., 2014; Jörg et al.,
2015; Spulber and Gerstandt, 2018) (Fig. 1a). Using
biological molecules to make biomimetic-hybrid mem-
branes (Shen et al., 2014), this is the first stage and a
milestone for bioinspired and biomimetic membranes.

After AQPs’ structures and their water transport mechan-
isms were discovered, a myriad of artificial water channels
(AWCs) have sprung up by chemists (Fig. 1b), which
promotes the second epoch of biomimetic membranes:
biomimetic-synthetic membranes (Shen et al., 2014).
AWCs are aimed to mimic the structure and functionality
of highly efficient BWCs and they have been vastly studied
and reviewed recently (Barboiu and Gilles, 2013; Barboiu,
2016; Huo and Zeng, 2016; Kocsis et al., 2018b; Song
et al., 2018; Song and Kumar, 2019). Research on AQPs
and BWCs also brings methodologies from biophysics and
related molecular transport concepts into the traditional
membrane filtration field. Several high-performance bio-
mimetic-synthetic membranes have been reported with
remarkable permeability and selectivity (Shen et al., 2018;
Lang et al., 2019; Tu et al., 2020) (Fig. 1b). These studies
have further confirmed nature-inspired pore engineering at
the molecular scale can result in the breakthrough of the
permeability-selectivity trade-off of conventional poly-
meric membranes (Park et al., 2017). Now biomimetic
membranes have come to a crossroad like other newly
invented materials: how to find versatile applications and
how to address scalability issues (Fig. 1c).
This tutorial review provides a comprehensive summary

of bioinspired and biomimetic membranes developed over
the past few years. It features a multidisciplinary
methodology combined with biology, chemistry, material
science and chemical engineering. The contents include
preparation of building blocks for biomimetic membranes
(e.g., protein purification and channel synthesis), design
principles of bioinspired channels (e.g., pore engineering),
a molecular transport characterization platform adopted
and optimized from biophysics (experimental and simula-
tion methods), membrane fabrication techniques specially
tailored for biomimetic membranes, future outlook and
scalable solutions of this nascent area. There have been
several excellent reviews that have addressed various
aspects of this field. Reviews by Tang (Tang et al., 2013),
Hilal (Giwa et al., 2017) and Jeon (Fuwad et al., 2019)
groups focused on AQP-based membranes for desalina-
tion. Nielsen’s review summarized various applications of
membrane proteins in lipid and block copolymer and
membranes (Hélix-Nielsen, 2018). Jiang’s article covered
all aspects of bioinspired membranes, not limited to
separation (Zhao et al., 2014b). Escobar’s recent work
introduced different biological and artificial pores as the
building blocks and their potential applications for
biomimetic membranes (Wagh and Escobar, 2019).
Kumar’s recent review more emphasized on optimized
fabrications of biomimetic membranes (Song et al., 2019).
Elimelech group opted a quantitative method in their
recent publication, to assess biomimetic membrane formats
(Porter et al., 2020). Despite the listed reviews focused on
different topics, an end-to-end, comprehensive overview of
biomimetic membranes does not exist. This review is a
continuation of the first comprehensive biomimetic
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membrane review work (Shen et al., 2014) and provides
such a summary covering all aspects for biomimetic
membranes. In additional to the technical part, we provide
a unique insight into the scalability challenges. The latter
is particularly critical when a technology has been
invented for years but practicability may become an
unbridgeable gap between the novel materials and scalable
applications.

2 Biological water channel proteins and
artificial water channels

BWCs are the central building blocks of biological cell
membranes to control water transport. How to mimic such
structures is a key step for making bioinspired and

biomimetic membranes. Historically, these biological
units were first discovered and well characterized, and
directly used for fabricating prototype biomimetic mem-
branes. Their structures were later mimicked in AWCs,
which improved upon them through relatively simple
synthesis and chemical stability.

2.1 Biological water channel proteins and purification

The discovery of AQPs in living organisms shows
significant importance to biophysics and human health
(Agre et al., 2002). They have become model molecules
for scientists and engineers to study and mimic (Barboiu,
2016; Werber et al., 2016b; Song et al., 2018). AQPs are
omnipresent in cell membranes of different living organ-
isms such as bacteria, fungi, animals, and plants (Gomes

Fig. 1 Three stages of bioinspired and biomimetic membranes for water purification and chemical separation. (a) Aquaporin (AQP)-
based membranes for desalination applications. AQPs show excellent water permeability and selectivity. AQP-incorporated vesicles are
embedded in the polyamide selective layer of traditional thin film composite (TFC) membranes. The resultant membranes are the first-
generation biomimetic membranes and commercialized by Aquaporin A/S. Reproduced with permission from Aquaporin A/S.
(b) Channel-based membranes for angstrom-scale separations. Studies on AQPs have promoted the research on artificial structures (i.e.,
artificial water channels, AWCs) that have AQP-like structure, permeability, and selectivity. These channels have been made into 2-
dimensional (2D) arrays with high packing density and the 2D nanosheet-based TFC membranes have outperformed comparable
commercial membranes. Another strategy is to use the compatibility between AWCs and amphiphilic block copolymers (BCPs) to make
lamellar channel-based membranes which are solvent casting-based and more scalable. (c) Highly selective channels and more scalable
polymeric membranes with intrinsic channel-like structures. Innovative channels are expected to target specific niches in separation fields.
Practically, these structures should shed light on the designs of traditional polymer membranes to improve separation efficiency, while
maintaining their own scalability.
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et al., 2009). They are responsible for balancing osmotic
pressure across cell membranes. Most of the proteins in
this family only transport water molecules while rejecting
other solutes. AQPs consist of six α-helix domains that
form a membrane-spanning pore with multiple hydro-
phobic amino acid residuals lining within the lumen
(Verkman and Mitra, 2000) (Fig. 2a). The beauty of their
highly selective channel-mediated water transport can be
ascribed by four main factors. First, the hourglass shape of
AQPs by the six domains enables size exclusion at the
narrowest region with an ~3 Å aperture which results in
rejection of most hydrated ions and other solutes (Agre,
2004; Barboiu, 2016). Secondly, the positively charged
Arg185 near the selectivity site contributes to the
electrostatic repulsion of cations (Murata et al., 2000).
Moreover, the internal hydrophobic environment contrib-
uted by the multiple hydrophobic amino acid residuals
along the inner wall facilitates rapid water conductance
which acts as a similar mechanism ‘slip flow’ as found in
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (Kruse et al., 2006; Kumar et al.,
2013; Tunuguntla et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018). Finally,
water dipole rearrangement aided by several amino acid
groups (Asn76 and Asn192 in two Asn-Pro-Ala motifs in
the middle of the protein) blocks the formation of a
continuous water wire along the pore and prevents proton
transport, thus making AQPs strict water channels (Agre,
2004). Other membrane proteins (MPs) such as outer
membrane protein F (OmpF) (Hancock and Carey, 1979),
ferric hydroxamate uptake protein component A (FhuA)

DC/D4L (Mohammad et al., 2011), α-hemolysin (αHL)
(Branton et al., 2008) have been used to study biomimetic
membranes. They are β-barrel proteins with pore
sizes from 0.8 nm, 1.3 nm, and 1.5 nm, respectively
(Figs. 2b–2d). OmpF is a special class of outer membrane
proteins that form water-filled channels and can transport
molecules with molecular weight (MW) less than 600 Da
(Masi and Pagès, 2013). FhuA DC/D4L is an engineered
protein which results from removing almost one third of
the total amino acids of wild type FhuA protein. As a
result, the entire cork domain and four extracellular loops
are encompassed to form a rigid transmembrane pore
(Mohammad et al., 2011). αHL from Staphylococcus
aureus is a self-assembled toxin that binds to the plasma
membrane of a susceptible cell. It oligomerizes and forms a
water-filled transmembrane channel, and may cause death
to the host due to the uncontrolled permeation of water,
ions, and small organic molecules (Aksimentiev and
Schulten, 2005). Because of the relatively large pore
sizes, these three proteins are capable of transporting small
solutes across cell membranes and cannot be considered as
strict BWCs.
Compared to the tortuous, discontinuous channels

within the polyamide network of commercial reverse
osmosis (RO) membranes (Kumar et al., 2013), over
billions of years’ evolution in biology bestows BWCs with
delicate structures that possess exceptional water perme-
ability and selectivity. For scientists and engineers, AQPs’
structures have shed light on bioinspired energy-efficient

Fig. 2 Several representative biological water channels used for biomimetic membranes. (a) Aquaporin 1 (AQP1) is one representative
protein of aquaporins (AQPs) family. Several key pore-lining amino acid residuals are responsible for its high water permeability and
selectivity. Within the pore, Arg195 and His180 form the narrowest part of the channel (~3 Å), slightly higher than the diameter of a water
molecule (2.7 Å). Arg195 is also responsible for electrostatic repulsion. Asn76 and Asn192 control the water dipole rearrangement in two
Asn-Pro-Ala motifs near the size exclusion region, which blocks proton transport. (b) Outer membrane protein F (OmpF) is a β-barrel
membrane protein that has a pore size of 0.8 nm. (c) Ferric hydroxamate uptake protein component A DC/D4L (FhuA DC/D4L, DC/D4L
indicates the deletion of the cork domain and four large extracellular loops) is a stiff engineered biological transmembrane nanopore with a
pore size of 1.3 nm. (d) α-Hemolysin (αHL) is a water-soluble 33 kDa monomer secreted by Staphylococcus aureus. It assembles into a
heptamer to form a transmembrane pore of 1.5 nm on a target membrane.
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desalination filtration materials (Kumar et al., 2007; Wang
et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2012b; Tang et al., 2013; Werber
et al., 2016b; Song and Kumar, 2019). Molecular design of
desalination membranes from biomimetic perspective is
formidable due to limited available building blocks as well
as from synthesis itself. Therefore, the first step is directly
using biological components AQPs as the building blocks
to fabricate membranes as a proof of concept (Zhao et al.,
2012b). Compared to traditional polymeric membrane
synthesis, utilizing biological component imposes tremen-
dous difficulties. For biophysics studies, these AQPs can
be usually extracted in small quantities from native tissues
or bacteria cells (Agre, 2004) (e.g., Aquaporin 1 (AQP1)
from kidney (Sabolic et al., 1992), Aquaporin 2 from
collecting ducts (Nephrol, 1998), Aquaporin 0 (AQP0)
from eye lenses (Virkki et al., 2001), and Aquaporin Z
(AqpZ) from bacteria cells (Calamita et al., 1995)) and
characterized in vitro. For engineering applications, large
quantities of proteins are needed for subsequent character-
izations and fabrications (Wagner et al., 2006). This
requires genetic and chemical engineering of protein
expression and downstream purification process. The first
procedure is to transfer the plasmids encoded with AQPs of
interest into engineered E. coli (Borgnia et al., 1999a),
other bacteria such as Rhodobacter sphaeroides (Erbakan
et al., 2014) or yeast (Saboe et al., 2017) for over-
expression. AQPs, either from native tissues or over-
expressed engineered cells, are extracted together with
membrane fractions using common cell lysis procedures
such as sonication, French press, and microfluidizer
(Fig. 3). The proteins embedded within the membrane
fractions from the crude extract are separated from cell
debris and soluble parts using consecutive centrifugations.
The membrane fractions, pelleted from ultracentrifugation
because of the similar density to water, are solubilized with
detergent. AQPs are then stabilized in detergent and
purified through chromatography based on size, charge, or
specific binding (Scopes, 1982; Ersson et al., 2011). A
common technique is to attach 6 histidine residues to the
N-terminal of AQPs and the modified His-tagged AQPs
can be efficiently enriched with high purity by nickel or
cobalt-based resins (Bornhorst and Falke, 2010). Other
MPs such as OmpF and FhuA DC/D4L can be expressed,
extracted and purified in this approach as well (Hancock
and Carey, 1979; Plançon et al., 1997). Because these
proteins are MPs, the expression level is relatively low.
Additionally, poor stability and high cost of using specific
detergents during the purification impede large-scale
commercialized production of MPs for engineering
applications (Hovijitra et al., 2009; Li et al., 2012; Shen
et al., 2014; Giwa et al., 2017). To date, most of AQP-
based biomimetic membranes use AqpZ expressed from
E. coli and a commercial company Aquaporin A/S,
Denmark, fabricates AqpZ-functionalized RO and forward
osmosis (FO) membranes (Fig. 1c) (Aquaporin A/S). Other
MPs are mostly expressed in laboratories and used to make

biomimetic membranes for other applications such as
sensoring (Hélix-Nielsen, 2009).

2.2 Artificial water channels

Despite high water permeability and selectivity of BWCs,
the structural instability and low processability from the
proteins themselves hinder their broad engineering appli-
cations at larger scales. Studies on AQP-based membranes
are a proof of concept using biological materials as
building blocks to make separation membranes that
possess certain properties of highly permeable and
selective biological membranes (e.g., biomimetic-hybrid
membranes) (Kumar et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2012; Zhao
et al., 2012b; Shen et al., 2014). The ultimate goal is to
replace these structures in a synthetic manner. The
transition step from BWCs to synthetic structures results
in the birth of AWCs (Barboiu, 2016; Song et al., 2018;
Song and Kumar, 2019). Studies on AWCs can be traced
back to the early 2000s, after AQPs’ structures were
discovered. One line stems from synthetic ion channels
(Sisson et al., 2006; Fyles, 2007; Matile et al., 2011; Sakai
and Matile, 2013) and is focused on the structures that are
capable of translocating water molecules. The other line is
CNTs. CNTs have been regarded as potential water
filtration materials due to extreme fast water conductance
(Hinds et al., 2004), but the linkage with AWCs was
generally accepted when carbon nanotube porins (CNTPs)
were introduced (Geng et al., 2014; Tunuguntla et al.,
2016b, 2016a, 2017; Sianipar et al., 2017; Sanborn et al.,

Fig. 3 A schematic illustration of membrane protein (MP)
expression and purification from E. coli. Cultivated and over-
expressed E. coli is subject to cell lysis to break down cells and
extract MPs with other membrane fractions. Several consecutive
centrifugations will be conducted to separate MPs and membrane
fractions from cell debris and solute parts. After stabilization of
MPs in detergent, they will be separated from lipids and further
purified through chromatography based on size, charge, or specific
binding.
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2018; Chen et al., 2019; Yao et al., 2019; Sullivan et al.,
2020). These special CNTs have subnanometer pores with
a columnar length of a few nanometers that can be inserted
into lipid bilayer membranes. In this regard, AWCs,
including CNTPs, are synthetic structures with subnan-
ometer pores and similar dimensions as biological MPs.
Current channels can be classified into self-assembled and
unimolecular channels. They mimic (or partially mimic)
the structural features of AQPs and can be incorporated
into 3–4 nm thick lipid or block copolymer (BCP)
membranes with vertical (or close to vertical) orientations
(Fig. 1b). Water permeability and selectivity of AWCs
have gradually approached AQPs’ performances over the
last decade’s research. However, current AWCs are still not
as perfect as AQPs because of the difficulties in accurately
replicating the key selectivity site of AQPs, available
structures of subnanometer pores as well as synthesis
challenges. There are a few excellent reviews on this topic
(Barboiu, 2012, 2016; Huo and Zeng, 2016; Werber et al.,
2016a, 2016b; Song et al., 2018, 2019; Song and Kumar,
2019; Epsztein et al., 2020). For this review, we will cover
how AWCs evolved over the past few years, and how to
make biomimetic membranes around AWCs. There are

two main challenges of current AWC studies: 1) funda-
mental design and synthesis, and 2) practical implementa-
tion into filtration materials. In this section, we will first
review several AWC structures, and discuss the design and
synthesis challenges. The characterization and membrane
fabrication will be included in Sections 3 and 4. A
chronological overview of the synthesized channels so far
and their key structures are displayed in Fig. 4. Their
performances are summarized in Table 1.
The first AWC is the zwitterionic coordination polymer

synthesized by the reaction of carboxyl-functionalized
imidazolium salt N,N’-diacetic acid imidazolium bromide
with zinc, published by Dyson and Antonijevic groups in
2005 (Fig. 4a) (Fei et al., 2005). The polymer formed a
helical tubular structure with an ~2.6 Å pore, as revealed
by X-ray diffraction and solid-state nuclear magnetic
resonance measurements. The helical structure was formed
by bridging the dicarboxylate anions linked to the zinc
polymer units, and further supported by the weak π-π
stacking interactions between the imidazolium moieties
and intrahelical hydrogen bonds. A full cycle within the
helix was composed of the two polymer molecules with an
intralayer distance of 6.2 Å. The channel accommodated a

Fig. 4 Artificial water channels developed over the last two decades. (a) Helical tube formed by zwitterionic coordination polymers.
Reproduced with permission from Fei et al., 2005. Copyright 2005 John Wiley and Sons. (b) Helical pore assembled by dendritic
dipeptides. Reproduced with permission from Kaucher et al., 2007. Copyright 2007 American Chemical Society. (c) Imidazole I-quartets
water channels. Reproduced with permission from Barboiu, 2016. Copyright 2016 Royal Society of Chemistry. (d) Pillar[5]arene-based
water channels. (e) Aquafoldamer-based water channels. Reproduced with permission from Zhao et al., 2014. Copyright 2014 American
Chemical Society. (f) m-Phenylene ethynylene macrocycle-stacked channels. (g) Peptide-appended hybrid[4]arene water channels.
(h) Carbon nanotube porins. Image credit by F. Aydin, A. Pham, and A. Noy from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
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single-file water chain inside. No water permeability test
was conducted, but the authors hypothesized that the water
transport rate should be much lower compared to natural
water channels because of the presence of hydrogen bonds
with the encapsulated water molecules. In 2007, Percec
and coworkers published another helical water channel
assembled by dendritic dipeptides with enhanced inter-
molecular peripheral π-π stacking (Kaucher et al., 2007)
(Fig. 4b). This study first incorporated the channel into a
vesicle system for molecular transport characterizations,
with the assistance of visual optical microscopy and
fluorescent assay. Water and proton transports were
identified but no quantitative data was measured. With a
pore diameter of 14.5 Å, this channel was not expected to
reject salt.
Following the pioneering work, significant progress has

been made on the exploration of new AWC architectures,
due to a deeper understanding of AQPs’ structures,
breakthrough in synthesis, more established characteriza-
tion platforms, as well as the assistance from computa-
tional simulations. Imidazole I-quartet channels (Fig. 4c)
by Barboiu group (Leduc et al., 2011; Licsandru et al.,
2016; Schneider et al., 2017), pillar[5]arene channels
(Fig. 4d) by Hou group (Hu et al., 2012; Chen et al., 2013;
Shen et al., 2015, 2018; Li et al., 2019a), aquafoldamer
channels by Zeng group (Fig. 4e) (Zhao et al., 2012a,
2014a; Huo and Zeng, 2016; Shen et al., 2020a, 2020b)
and macrocyclic channels by Gong group (Fig. 4f) (Zhou

et al., 2012) are the representative examples. The
imidazole channels were made of imidazole quartets with
urea ribbons stacking on top of each other by inner π–π
stacking and strong hydrophobic interactions (Leduc et al.,
2011). They are the first channels that are capable of
facilitating water permeation while achieving ~100% salt
rejection because the interior gap of the channel (2.6 Å)
was very close to the diameters of some narrow AQPs
(Licsandru et al., 2016). The water conductance was low
due to the hydrogen bond interactions between water
molecules and the inner surface of the I-quartets. They also
discovered that chirality not only influenced the channel’s
stability in lipid membranes, but also preserved the total
dipolar orientation and ordering of the encapsulated water
wires (Licsandru et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2017). Pillar
[5]arene channels are the first unimolecular AWCs. The
channels were constructed on the recently discovered
macrocycle pillar[5]arene (Ogoshi et al., 2008, 2016;
Cragg and Sharma, 2012). The macrocyclic ring has a pore
diameter of 4.7 Å, and by anchoring different side chains,
this macrocycle could be transformed into a tubular
structure with 3–4 nm in length. The as-synthesized
channel can be inserted into bilayer membranes just like
biological transmembrane proteins. The first pillar[5]arene
AWCs are hydrazide-appended pillar[5]arenes (Fig. 4d,
d1) (Hu et al., 2012). The hydrazide side chains were
stabilized by intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Water
transport was observed, but the water wire was disrupted

Table 1 Pore size, water permeability and salt rejection of artificial water channels

Artificial water channels Pore size
(Å)

Water permeability
(H2O s–1 per channel)

Salt
rejection

References

Zwitterionic polymers 2.6 NA NA Fei at al., 2005

Dendritic dipeptides 14.5 NA � Kaucher at al., 2007

Imidazole channels 2.6 1.5�106 Ö Leduc et al., 2011;
Licsandru et al., 2016;
Schneider et al., 2017

Pillar[5]arene channels*

Hydrazide-appended (d1) 4.7 ~40 � Hu et al., 2012

Peptide-appended (d2) 4.7 3.5�108 � Chen et al., 2013;
Shen et al., 2015

Peptide-appended (pR) (d3) 4.7 1.3�109 Ö Li et al., 2019

Aquafoldmer channels*

Pyridine-based (e1) 2.8 2.2�108 Ö Zhao et al., 2014

Polypyridine-based (e2) 2.8 1.6�109 Ö Shen et al., 2020a

Pore volume optimized (e3) 2.8 3�109 Ö Shen et al., 2020b

m-phenylene ethynylene macrocycle-stacked channels 6.4 5�107 � Zhou et al., 2012

Peptide-appended hybrid[4]arene PAH[4] ~3 >109 Ö Song at al., 2020

Carbon nanotube porins

Narrow 8 2.8�1010 � Tunuguntla et al., 2017

Wide 15 2�109 � Tunuguntla et al., 2017

*The corresponding structures of d1-d3 and e1-e3 can be found Fig. 4.
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due to the alternative hydrophobic/hydrophilic domains
along the cylindrical channel structure. The extra hydrogen
bonds also retarded water mobility. The second-generation
pillar[5]arene channels are peptide-appended pillar[5]
arenes (PAP[5]) (Fig. 4d, d2). By substituting with more
hydrophobic phenylalanine-based peptides as side chains
(Chen et al., 2013), the single-channel water permeability
was significantly enhanced from original ~40 (Hu et al.,
2012) to 3.5� 108 water molecules per second (Shen et al.,
2015). The solute rejection showed this channel behaved
like a pore of 500 Da molecular weight cut-off (MWCO)
(Shen et al., 2015). Although not a perfect AWC, taking the
advantage of its unimolecular form, Hou and Kumar
groups packed PAP[5] channels into high-density 2-
dimennsional (2D) arrays (Shen et al., 2015), and
synthesized the first AWC-based biomimetic membranes
(Shen et al., 2018). Wang group later adopted the chirality
idea and made another version of pillar[5]arene-based
channels and improved the water permeability by ~1 order
of magnitude (Fig. 4d, d3) (Li et al., 2019a). Aquafoldamer
channels are a series of pyridine-based oligomers with
chiral helical structures (Fig. 4e) (Zhao et al., 2014a; Shen
et al., 2020a, 2020b). These channels are formed by either
self-assembly of these oligomers with specially designed
sticky ends (Zhao et al., 2014a; Shen et al., 2020a) (i.e.,
interaction between ester and benzyloxycarbonyl groups),
or through polymerization (Shen et al., 2020b). The inner
diameter of the channels is ~2.8 Å, which is the similar size
compared to the narrowest cavity of AQPs. The first
channel by Zeng group had very low yield and did not
show prominent water permeability under osmotic gradi-
ent, but the helical stacks were found to effectively
transport water in the context of a proton gradient (Fig. 4e,
e1) (Zhao et al., 2014a). By tuning the backbones, their
polypyridine-based aquafoldamer was able to transport
water at a rate of 1.6 � 109 water molecules per second
(Fig. 4e, e2) (Shen et al., 2020a). Their latest aquafoldamer
channel expanded the pore volume by 20% and achieved a
permeability of ~3 � 109 water molecules per second
(Fig. 4e, e3) (Shen et al., 2020b). Gong group synthesized
π-conjugated hexa(m-phenylene ethynylene) macrocyclic
channels, with an inner diameter of 6.4 Å (Fig. 3f). One of
these channels was reported to approach AQP1’s water
permeability (Fig. 4f) (Zhou et al., 2012).
The most recently published AWC structure is peptide-

appended hybrid[4]arene (PAH[4]) channel (Song et al.,
2020). The synthesis was similar to pillar[5]arene-based
channels (Chen et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2015) via attaching
D-L-D phenylalanine tripeptides onto the macrocyclic ring
(Fig. 4g). The difference was the smaller cavity of the
hybrid[4]arene macrocycle (~3 Å � ~5 Å) (Fig. 4g) that
favored both water permeation and salt exclusion. Another
difference compared to traditional tubular AWCs was that
this channel opened more lateral water flow pathways
through outward void windows with dimensions of 5–7 Å
around the channel (Fig. 4g, see water flow path), in

addition to the postulated vertical water transport. There-
fore, this PAH[4] should be regarded as a water channel
cluster or network instead of a single channel when
incorporated in bilayer membranes. The interconnection of
these void windows with neighboring channels enhanced
the overall water permeability to ~4� 109 water molecules
per second while maintaining high salt rejection. This
network structure should shed light on future polymeric
membrane design at the molecular engineering level.
CNTs have been shown to possess efficient water

transport properties (Hinds et al., 2004; Holt et al., 2006).
They were processed into CNTPs by Noy group (Geng
et al., 2014; Tunuguntla et al., 2017). CNTPs were
fabricated by sonication-assisted cutting of purified long
CNTs, making them into short porins with 6 to 10 nm in
length (Fig. 4h). The CNTPs have been demonstrated high
biocompatibility and structural stability and they behaved
like other transmembrane channels. The hydrophilic
groups on the tube rim interacted with hydrophilic lipid
headgroups which made insertion of CNTPs into lipid
bilayers favorable (Geng et al., 2014). Noy group
compared two CNTPs (0.8 nm vs. 1.5 nm in diameter)
(Tunuguntla et al., 2017). They found in the narrower
CNTPs, water molecules were prone to be confined into
single-file wires. The encapsulated water molecules had
less hydrogen bond interactions, thus further lowering the
energy barrier for water transport enhanced by the
hydrophobic inner surface of the CNTPs. The water
permeability of the narrow CNTPs was 1 order of
magnitude higher than the wider version, and also
achieved approximately 6-fold enhancement compared to
AQP1 (Verkman and Mitra, 2000), resulting the first AWC
that outperformed AQPs in terms of water permeability.
Current AWC designs follow a few simple guidelines

based on AQPs’ structures (Fig. 1b). First, an angstrom-
sized pore is needed. 3~4 Å at the narrowest site of the
aperture is required for salt rejection. Imidazole channels
(Leduc et al., 2011; Licsandru et al., 2016), aquafoldamer
channels (Shen et al., 2020a; 2020b) and PAH[4] channels
(Song et al., 2020) can achieve high salt rejection because
of the appropriate size exclusion while the other candidates
with larger pore sizes have been found to be less efficient in
excluding salts. Secondly, the internal hydrophobic
requirement within channels is necessary for fast water
translocation. The number of hydrogen bonds formed
between water molecules and adjacent hydrophilic motifs
(especially oxygen and nitrogen atoms) should be limited
(Horner et al., 2015). The earlier imidazole channels
formed excess hydrogen bonds that retarded their water
mobility (Leduc et al., 2011). The pillar[5]arene family
showed that the water transport was much faster when the
side chains were made of hydrophobic amino acid peptide
(phenylalanine) (Shen et al., 2015) than hydrophilic
hydrazide (Hu et al., 2012). To achieve faster water
transport, the inner pore environment like CNTPs is ideal
since water molecules can move freely without friction
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(Tunuguntla et al., 2017). Thirdly, the entrance of AWCs
should be hydrophilic to reduce the energy barrier for
water entry. Moreover, pore structure should be rigid
enough to remain open to accommodate movable water
molecules. PAP[5] side chains were floppy so that the
pores were found to be blocked by its side chains during
simulation, which reduced the water permeability (Shen
et al., 2015). Finally, AWCs should have structural
compatibility with lipid or BCP membranes (i.e., minimum
physical and chemical hydrophobic mismatches, as
discussed in Section 4.2.1). AWCs are supposed to have
a columnar length of 3–5 nm and hydrophobic outer
surface. The final guideline is specific to channel studies if
the channels are designed to mimic biological channels and
studied in bilayer systems (e.g., biological or BCP
membranes). If we step back and look from the perspective
of separation membranes, this rule may not be necessary. A
more practical concern is how to transplant these highly
selective structures into polymer membrane matrix, which
will be discussed in later sections.
Despite these simple guidelines and several attempts to

mimic BWCs, there are no universal rules for AWC design
and synthesis. First, we lack the knowledge of available
angstrom-scale pore structures, especially in the range of
3–4 Å. Conversely, such structures can be easily templated
by self-assembled protein subdomains. Current AWCs are
limited to several types of structures. The subsequent
synthesis is more difficult with relatively low yields. Take
PAP[5] channels as an example, they require a 10-step
synthesis with the yield of most steps around 80-90%. One
step regarding the cross-link between the pillar[5]arene
ring and 10 peptide chains results in a low yield of 10%–
20%, making the whole synthesis yield less than 10%.
Secondly, the designs could be a matter of trial and error.
The early studies often adopted one major design with
several possible derivatives, and one of the designs finally
worked experimentally. The post-simulation explained
why such design was reasonable. Another challenge
during design is the single-file water transport. The fast
single-file water movement within AQPs is balanced by
the limited hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic frictionless
environment, which are contributed by a selected group of
amino acid residuals with specific orders. Current AWC
architectures can hardly hit that sweet spot yet. Combined
with computational simulations, future channel design can
get closer to AQPs. However, the subsequent synthesis
difficulties still remain. Finally, we are also hindered by the
available methods to incorporate these channels into
polymer membrane matrix with appropriate orientation
and maximum reconstitution density; thus the scalability is
also low and problematic. One reason for such difficulties
in making channel-based polymer membranes is probably
the protein-like shapes of these AWCs. They are ideal for
molecular transport studies in biological membranes but
not optimized for material synthesis. With these config-
urations, they need to be aligned in a particular environ-

ment. We have to follow self-assembly principles and these
membranes are non-scalable so far.
In summary, the early channels (e.g., zwitterionic

polymers, dendritic dipeptides and the first generation of
pillar[5]arene channels) were just proof of concept studies
showing these synthetic transmembrane pores with water
wire encapsulated. The channels were then optimized to
possess quite fast water conductance. The pore sizes of
newer channels are within subnanometer ranges. When the
pore size is close to 0.3 nm, the resulting channels can
effectively reject salt. They can be used for desalination.
The channels with larger pore sizes can translocate salt and
other solutes, which means they are not strictly water
channels and can be used for other filtration applications
such as nanofiltration (NF) and angstrom-scale separation.
These characteristics are included in Table 1 and the later
Sections (4.1 and 4.2) of the manuscript will discuss the
efforts on incorporating these channels into membrane
materials.

3 Characterizations of biological and
artificial water channels

Compared to traditional membrane separation materials,
the platform to determine the permeability and selectivity
of BWCs and AWCs is completely different. Because each
individual channel is small and ‘invisible’, it cannot be
directly tested in a traditional filtration system. Instead,
since BWCs are originated from biological cell mem-
branes, they can be well characterized in artificial cells
‘vesicles’ that are frequently used in biophysics. In general,
such transport properties are not measured in bulk but at
the molecular level. Table 2 summarizes common
characterization methods of biological and artificial water
channels.

3.1 Reconstitution of biological and artificial water
channels and molecular transport studies

Molecular transport properties of BWCs and AWCs can be
characterized in vesicle systems. After protein purification
or channel synthesis, they are reconstituted into liposomes
or polymersomes by the film rehydration or dialysis
methods (Fig. 5a) (Kumar et al., 2012). In the film
rehydration method, a lipid or BCP film is first made after
dissolving them in solvent and evaporating the solvent on a
rotary evaporator at ambient temperature. The left film is
further dried in a vacuum desiccator before rehydration in
the buffer. The drying time is typically 1–2 h to overnight
which depends on the volatility of the solvents used.
Channel can be added at the beginning in the solvent or
later during the rehydration step in the buffer with
detergent stabilization as we commonly process for
BWCs. When the film is rehydrated by the buffer without
any detergent, liposomes or polymersomes automatically
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form. If detergent exists in the system, dialysis needs to be
performed to remove it from the mixed micelles to form
vesicles (Rhoden and Goldin, 1979; Kaler et al., 1989;
Hasler et al., 1998; Borgnia et al., 1999b; Gonen et al.,

2004; Kumar et al., 2007, 2012; Erbakan et al., 2014; Shen
et al., 2015). Dialysis is performed at neutral pH (mostly 7
to 7.5) and the dialysis buffer is exchanged at an interval of
8 h for 3 times with a stripping to dialysis volume ratio of

Table 2 Characterization methods of biological and artificial water channels

Characterization Approach

Overall water permeability Osmotically induced permeability test

Solute rejection

Channel insertion efficiency Fluorescent correlation spectroscopy

Single channel water permeability Fluorescent correlation spectroscopy+
Osmotically induced permeability test

Size measurement Dynamic light scattering

Ion conductance Patch-clamp

Water permeability of proteins/channels Molecular dynamics simulation

Solute selectivity of proteins/channels

Dynamics of proteins/channels in bilayer membranes

Morphology of protein/channel aggregates in block copolymer/lipid membranes Transmission electron microscopy

Fig. 5 Molecular transport characterizations of biological water channels (BWCs) and artificial water channels (AWCs).
(a) Reconstitution of BWCs or AWCs into liposomes or polymersomes by the film rehydration or dialysis methods. (b) Osmotically
induced water permeability measurement of vesicular membranes. Vesicles swell in response to the hypotonic buffer and the light
scattering at 90° will decrease due to the vesicle expansion based on Reighley scattering theory. (c) Counting averaged channel number per
vesicle using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. Autocorrelation curves show a decreased intercept after the fluorophore-tagged
channels are turned into individual micelles from vesicles by detergent dissolution. The ratio of the intercept before and after detergent
dissolution is used to calculate averaged channel number per vesicle (see detailed description in Section 3.1). (d) Solute rejection test using
osmotically induced water permeability measurement. If the channel of interest is permeable to one solute, the volumetric change upon
osmotic shock will be smaller because the solute will diffuse out and compensate the volumetric change, compared to the case when using
a non-permeable solute in the osmotic buffer. (e) A patch-clamp setup for ion conductance measurement.
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1000. The whole reconstitution process can be also
completely conducted using dialysis, but the processing
time will be longer. The obtained protein or channel-
embedded vesicles usually contain giant multilamellar
vesicles and other unincorporated precipitates. The
mixture undergoes a further purification step to get evenly
size-distributed vesicles for subsequent analysis. They will
be extruded through a polycarbonate track etched
membrane (PCTE) for several times (typically 200 nm
membrane, 10–20 times). The obtained unilamellar
monodispersed vesicles with a low polydispersity index
(e.g.,< 0.2 from size measurement, around 200 nm in
diameter) are ready for osmotic permeability measurement
(Kumar et al., 2012; Erbakan et al., 2014; Grzelakowski
et al., 2015). Here two main bilayer systems for studying
BWCs and AWCs are lipid and BCP-based bilayer
membranes. The early studies on MPs used lipid
membranes (Sanders and Landis, 1995; Walz et al.,
1997; Hong and Tamm, 2004; Gonen and Walz, 2006;
Köper, 2007; Nath et al., 2007). Bio-extracted lipids are
expensive and the phosphoric head groups of these
phospholipids are prone to be oxidized. Amphiphilic
BCPs are an excellent alternative to lipids. The BCPs used
for incorporating BWCs and AWCs are usually short in
block numbers (they should be named as oligomers
compared to traditional BCPs) (Zhang et al., 2012; Habel
et al., 2015). They are chemically and mechanically more
stable and robust, with tunable amphiphilic length and
chemistry as well as a variety of functional terminal
groups. The former feature is designed to be compatible
with the inserted BWCs and AWCs as will be discussed in
Section 4.2.1. The latter is crucial for interfacial chemistry
and membrane fabrications. The most studied BCPs in this
area are diblock copolymers (di-BCPs) poly(butadiene)-b-
poly(ethylene oxide) (denoted as PB-PEO) and triblock
copolymers (tri-BCPs) poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)-b-
poly-(dimethysiloxane)-b-poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)
(denoted as PMOXA-PDMS-PMOXA, ABA) (Kita-
Tokarczyk et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2007, 2012;
Belegrinou et al., 2010; Malinova et al., 2010; Dorn
et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2012; 2013; Wang et al., 2013;
Xie et al., 2013; Belluati et al., 2020).
Osmotically induced permeability tests are used to

characterize the functionality of BWCs (e.g., AQPs) or
AWCs incorporated in these vesicles (Fig. 5b). After
exposed to osmotic shock (either hypertonic or hypotonic),
these vesicles will shrink or expand, respectively, due to
the osmotic gradient across the bilayer membranes (out-
ward for hypertonic and inward for hypotonic). The
volumetric shrinkage or expansion of the vesicles of
~200 nm in diameter will result in the change in light
scattering. Reighley scattering theory correlates the
volumetric changes to the rate of light scattering change
(Latimer and Pyle, 1972). After fitting the scattering trace
into double-exponential functions and obtaining the kinetic
coefficients (k), the osmotic permeability coefficient (Pf) of

the vesicular membranes can be calculated by the
following equation (Borgnia et al., 1999a).

Pf ¼
k

S

V 0
� Vw � Δosm

(1)

where k is the kinetic coefficient; S/V0 represents the
vesicle surface area to initial volume; Δosm is the difference
in osmolarity between the intravesicular and extravesicular
aqueous solutions and Vw is the molar volume of water. As
a result of the existence of functional channels, the vesicles
with channels embedded are often shown to have faster
light scattering change rate (Fig. 5b), which can be timely
recorded on a stopped-flow light scattering instrument. A
more accurate method is to incorporate a fluorescence dye
inside vesicles as an indicator of volumetric change. In this
method, the vesicles after extrusion will undergo another
round purification to remove the extravesicular dyes
(usually through size exclusion column or ultracentrifuge).
Within proper osmolality ranges, the vesicles will act as
osmometers. The relative volume (absolute volume
divided by initial volume) is linearly related to the relative
fluorescence (absolute fluorescence divided by initial
fluorescence). The permeability can be determined in the
following equation (Zeidel et al., 1992).

dV ðtÞ=dt ¼ Pf � SAV � Vw½Cin=V ðtÞ –Cout� (2)

where V(t) represents the relative intravesicular volume as
a function of time; SAV is the vesicle surface area to
volume ratio; and Cin and Cout are the initial concentrations
of total solute inside and outside the vesicle, respectively.
Other variants are the same as in Eq. (1). When
permeability is measured at different temperatures, activa-
tion energy can be calculated to determine whether the
water transport inside BWCs or AWCs is channel-
mediated (Kumar et al., 2007; Erbakan et al., 2014;
Horner and Pohl, 2018).
From the above osmotic permeability measurement,

what we can acquire is the overall permeability contributed
by incorporated BWCs or AWCs. To obtain single-channel
water permeability, the number of proteins or channels per
vesicle must be known. In the early studies, this number
was usually estimated by the protein to lipid ratio when
preparing the samples. It may not be precise because some
of the proteins and lipids may aggregate and precipitate
during vesicle formation. Giant vesicles will be removed
from the system during vesicle purification. All these
phenomena may result in the actual protein to lipid ratio off
the number as we prepared. There are two approaches to
get more accurate averaged number of protein or channel
per vesicle. The first method is fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS) (Hoomann et al., 2013; Erbakan et al.,
2014) (Fig. 5c). In FCS, proteins or channels are labeled
with a fluorophore before they are incorporated into
liposomes or polymersomes. The fluorescent intensity F(t)
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will be recorded before and after detergent solubilization
within a small confocal volume, monitored by a time-
resolved single-photon counting module. These two sets of
data, representing protein or channel-embedded vesicles
and solubilized protein or channel micelles respectively
(Fig. 5c), will create two autocorrelation functions G(t).

GðτÞ ¼ hδFðtÞihδFðt þ τÞi
hFðtÞi2

¼ 1

N

XM

i¼1

f i
1

1þ τ=τDi

� �
1

1þ ðr=zÞ2ðτ=τDi
Þ

" #1=2

(3)

where dF(t) is the fluorescence fluctuation; t is time and t
represents time lag. The specific expression of G(t) is a
function of the confocal volume (r and z represent the
radius and half height of the confocal volume, respec-
tively), the 2D lateral diffusion time (tDi

) of the fluorescent
species i, and the fraction (fi) of fluorescent species i. The
number of independent fluorescent molecules in the
confocal volume (N) can be calculated by inverting G(0)
when t = 0. After obtaining the number of fluorescent
vesicles (Nvesicles) and solubilized micelles (Nmicelles), the
number of reconstituted channels or proteins per vesicle
can be calculated by the ratio of Nmicelles/Nvesicles. The
second method is ultraviolet–visible (UV/vis) spectro-
scopy. Since most channels are macrocyclic molecules and
can be dissolved in organic solvent, the second method is
to use the specific UV/vis adsorption of the channels to
estimate the final channel concentration through a calibra-
tion curve (Licsandru et al., 2016). If we know how many
macrocycles compose one channel, we can calculate the
channel number per vesicle. With a combination of the
FCS or UV/vis data and the stopped-flow permeability
data, the single-channel water permeability can be
calculated (Erbakan et al., 2014; Shen et al., 2015;
Licsandru et al., 2016).
Solute rejection properties can be also evaluated via the

water permeability measurement. In this method, one
solute will be selected as a reference (typically a solute
with a large MW and regarded as not permeable to the
channel of interest, e.g., Dextran500), and the water
permeability in presence of other solutes will be compared
to the reference solute. For example, when a hypotonic
condition is applied, the inward osmotic gradient drives
water molecules and small solutes to diffuse into and out of
the vesicles, respectively (Fig. 5d). If the channel of
interest is permeable to the solute of interest and diffuses
out, the water permeability (i.e., net volumetric expansion)
will be smaller due to the compensation effect compared to
the permeability induced by the reference solute under the
same osmolarity (Fig. 5d). This means, in the case of
incomplete rejection of solutes, the apparent osmotic
gradient decreases which offsets the volume change. The
reflection coefficient (s) is calculated to evaluate the

rejection properties of a channel (Meinild et al., 1998;
Kumar et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2015, 2020a, 2020b;
Licsandru et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019a; Song et al., 2019).

�solute ¼ JSolute=JRef erence (4)

where Jsolute and JReference are the volume flow rates using
the selected solute, and reference solute, respectively. The
ion selectivity of BWCs and AWCs can be determined
using a patch-clamp setup (Fig. 5e) (Geng et al., 2014;
Shen et al., 2015; Si et al., 2015; Song et al., 2020). A
planar lipid bilayer membrane will be made across the
aperture first. The membrane separates two chambers that
are filled with different salt solutions. After the protein or
channel is introduced into the lipid bilayer, the transmem-
brane current will be recorded and compared with the
current of the native membrane. When the channel of
interest is permeable to certain ions, the current of the
channel-embedded membrane will be higher than that of
the control membrane.

3.2 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of biological
and artificial water channels in vesicle systems

MD simulations have been demonstrated a powerful tool to
assist channel studies with experiments, providing more
insights into the channel dynamics within bilayer mem-
branes, evaluating the water diffusion coefficient, water
permeability and solute rejection (Shen et al., 2015, 2018;
Licsandru et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019a; Song et al., 2020).
Some recent protein simulation studies showed the
potential to use MD simulations to guide pore engineering
(Saboe et al., 2017; Chowdhury et al., 2018b). The
simulations are performed using MD programs such as
Nanoscale Molecular Dynamics (NAMD) (Kalé et al.,
1999), and the results are analyzed and visualized by visual
molecular dynamics (VMD) (Humphrey et al., 1996).
Appropriate force field parameters (e.g., Chemistry at
Harvard Macromolecular Mechanics, CHARMM) (MacK-
erell et al., 1998) and related models are selected to
calculate the interactions among water, lipids, BCPs and
proteins or channels. Usually, a patch of lipid or BCP
membranes is first created with proteins or channels of
interest embedded, or we can build and equilibrate an area
of membranes and insert proteins or channels later. After
the system is equilibrated, the restraints will be released.
The simulation under a designated temperature, pressure
and volume will be performed for a couple of hundred or
thousand nanoseconds. Detailed simulation model con-
struction can be found in these publications (Shen et al.,
2015, 2018; Licsandru et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019a; Song
et al., 2020).
From simulation results, we can obtain a deeper

understanding of the behavior of proteins or channels in
lipid or BCP membranes. First, visual snapshots can
provide us a general idea about how each protein or
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channel moves within the membranes over the simulation
period (Fig. 6a): if the membranes are deformed; whether
the protein or channel moves out, etc. The preferable angle
orientation of each protein or channel can be obtained as
well. If an array of channels or proteins are simulated, we
can observe the interaction among the adjacent proteins or
channels and whether aggregation phenomenon would
happen (Fig. 6b). This could be a good indication if the
designed protein or channel can self-assemble into highly
packed 2D arrays for membrane fabrication. Quantita-
tively, root-mean-squared deviation (RMSD) calculations
are applied to quantify the dynamics of proteins or
channels and the RMSD represents the configuration
change of each protein or channel within the membrane
(change with respect to the original coordinates) (Fig. 6c),
which is indicative of the freedom of the protein or channel
within the selected lipid or BCP membranes (Shen et al.,
2015, 2018; Licsandru et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019a; Song
et al., 2020).
MD simulations can provide transport properties of

proteins or channels. The collective diffusion model is
often used in the simulation under equilibrium condition to
determine osmotic water permeability (Zhu et al., 2004).

First a desired volume through which water permeates
should be determined, usually a region within the channel.
The vector displacement along the z axis of each water
molecule in the region of interest within the channel will be
determined. The collective displacement coordinate, n(t),
will be defined as the sum of the displacements divided by
the length of the volume along the z axis. The obtained n(t)
will be integrated over the simulation time t for each
channel. Then, the diffusion coefficient (Dn) can be
obtained by calculating the mean square displacement,
n2(t), out of the Einstein equation:

< n2ðtÞ >¼ 2Dnt (5)

The osmotic water permeability can be calculated by the
following equation.

pf ¼ vwDn (6)

where, vw is the average volume of a single water
molecule. Additionally, water fraction within the channel
and the average number of hydrogen bonds along the water
wire can be estimated as well (Shen et al., 2015; Song
et al., 2020).

Fig. 6 Molecular dynamics (MD) simulation of biological water channels (BWCs) and artificial water channels (AWCs) in bilayer
membranes. (a) A snapshot provides the orientation of proteins or channels (e.g., peptide-appended pillar[5]arene, PAP[5]) within bilayer
membranes during a simulation period. Reproduced with permission from Shen et al., 2015. Copyright 2015 National Academy of
Sciences. (b) Simulation of an array of proteins or channels can help predict aggregation and the potential for self-assembly. Reproduced
with permission from Shen et al., 2015. Copyright 2015 National Academy of Sciences. (c) Quantitative root-mean-squared deviation
(RMSD) calculations can be used to characterize the configuration change of a protein or channel with respect to its coordination system
(shown in panel a). This number can be indicative of the freedom of the selected protein or channel in the bilayer membrane. The red curve
represents the RMSD of the PAP[5] channel and the blue curve represents the RMSD of the carbons in the central ring of the channel.
Reproduced with permission from Shen et al. (2018). Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group. (d) Steered MD simulations can be used
to verify the selectivity of proteins or channels. In this process, we assume to pull an atom of a solute of interest and drag it through a
protein or channel. From the change in the system energy or applied force, we can determine if the solute will be rejected by the protein or
channel.
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Steered MD simulations can be used to validate the
selectivity of proteins or channels (Rathee et al., 2016;
Shen et al., 2018). We select solutes with MWs near the
cut-off of a protein or channel. Using similar force field
parameters and models as mentioned above, we pull these
solutes through the channel (Fig. 6d). If the selected solute
is smaller than the pore diameter of the channel or has
minimal interaction with the channel, the solute will pass
through with no deformation, thus the applied force or the
system energy will not change significantly. If the solute is
too large and will cause the deformation of the pore to go
through, the energy applied will increase significantly
during the drag, thus implying the solute will be rejected
by the channel.

4 Biological and artificial water
channel-based membranes

After obtaining an ideal BWC or AWC, a practical
question is how to use these nano-sized columnar building
blocks to fabricate membranes. A random polymerization
of these materials into a polymer matrix may not work
since this approach does not take any advantage of the
channel-dictated transport of BWCs or AWCs. A good
strategy is to preserve these highly connected channel-like
structures after membrane fabrication. Historically, vesi-
cle-based membranes were made first because BWC or
AWC-embedded vesicles were readily available, but the
challenges were the defects and subsequent sealing
brought by utilizing these spherical vesicles to make flat
membranes. Highly packed and aligned BWC or AWC-
based membranes with high performance were made later,
but the approaches were relatively sophisticated and
needed to be optimized for scaled applications. Figure 7
illustrates several stages of channel-based membranes
form the discovery of AQPs in 1992 to the latest
technology of channel-based membrane synthesis.

4.1 Vesicle-based membranes

Inspired by AQPs’ marvelous water permeability and
selectivity, Kumar group came up with a revolutionary idea
to incorporate bacterial AQP, AqpZ, into amphiphilic BCP
membranes in 2007. The AqpZ-incorporated BCP mem-
branes could reach a permeability as high as 600 L/(m2$h$
bar) (LMH/bar), which was about 2 orders of magnitude
higher than existing RO membranes with a selectivity of
100% (Kumar et al., 2007). However, these membranes are
vesicular membranes, in the form of vesicles with 200–
300 nm in diameter, which are different from commercial
flat membranes. Over the past years, several methods have
been exploited to make flat AQP-based membranes using
spherical AQP-incorporated vesicles. They include
1) direct vesicle fusion, 2) charge-enhanced vesicle
deposition, 3) post chemical cross-linking and 4) inter-
facial polymerization. Through optimizations, AQP-based
membranes have overcome defect and stability issues and
finally reached scalable production. The membranes
fabricated by these methods are sketched in Fig. 8 and
summarized in Table 3.

4.1.1 Direct vesicle fusion

A simple idea is to direct fuse AQP-incorporated
liposomes or polymersomes onto a porous substrate
(Fig. 8a). As a harbinger of this field, Freger group fused
proteoliposomes onto different types of substrates. The
vesicles were ruptured and formed supported lipid bilayer
membranes (Kaufman et al., 2010). They found for certain
substrates such as NTR-7450 NF membranes, the forma-
tion of the supported membrane was more favorable
because of the charge-induced interaction between the
substrate surface and lipid molecules (Kaufman et al.,
2014). However, the membranes were not selective
probably because of non-100% coverage of the vesicles.
Meanwhile, Wang group fused AqpZ-incorporated

Fig. 7 Historical development of channel-based membranes. The picture of aquaporins (AQPs) 2D crystals is reproduced with
permission from Kumar et al. (2012). Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. The picture of AQP-based thin film composite
membrane modules is reproduced with permission from Aquaporin A/S.
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liposomes onto NF-270 membranes (Li et al., 2012). These
were the pretotype AQP-based membranes, which were in
the form of supported bilayer membranes (Kaufman et al.,
2010, 2014; Li et al., 2012; Wagh et al., 2015). They were
frequently studied later with a spectrum of optimizations to
overcome defect, stability and performance deficiencies.

4.1.2 Charge-enhanced vesicle deposition

A layer-by-layer method can be used to deposit AQP-
incorporated vesicles together with oppositely charged
polyelectrolyte onto substrates (Fig. 8b). The alternate
positive/negative charged layers strengthen the interlayer
interaction between AQP-based vesicles and selected
polyelectrolytes. Chung group fabricated an AqpZ-con-
taining mixed matrix membrane using this method and
encapsulated AqpZ-incorporated vesicles with positively
charged poly-L-lysine onto polyanion films. The nega-
tively charged liposomes were protected by the poly-L-
lysine layer which provided stability to the liposomes (Sun
et al., 2013b). The water permeability reached 6 LMH/bar
with MgCl2 rejection larger than 95%. Later they created a
simple method to enhance the embedding efficiency of
AqpZ-incorporated vesicles in the membrane. The strategy
was to incorporate magnetic nanoparticles in the AqpZ-
incorporated vesicles in order to expedite the deposition by
magnet (Sun et al., 2013a). Wang group used two
polyelectrolytes (poly(ethylenimine), PEI, positively
charged, and poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate), negatively
charged) to enhance the binding between the two adjacent
layers. The resulting membrane exhibited a high flux of 22
LMH, MgCl2 rejection of 97% and NaCl rejection of 75%
under an operation pressure of 0.4 MPa (Wang et al.,
2015).

4.1.3 Chemical cross-linking

Chemical cross-linking is a post-treatment after AQP-
incorporated vesicles are physically fused onto support
membranes to form AQP-based supported biomimetic
membranes (Fig. 8c). This method takes the advantages of
the tunable chemistry of BCPs and supported substrates
and has been systematically studied by Chung group. The
cross-linking can be performed between the terminal
functional groups of BCPs and the surface functional
groups of the substrates to stabilize the vesicles. The ABA
tri-BCPs can be functionalized with disulfide and chemi-
cally conjugated to the gold-coated porous alumina
substrates through thiol chemistry (Duong et al., 2012).
UV-induced methacrylate chemistry cross-linking was
conducted between the methacrylate head groups of
ABA tri-BCP vesicles and the acrylate residues on PCTE
or silanized cellulose acetate (CA) substrates after vesicle
fusion (Wang et al., 2011, 2012; Zhong et al., 2012). Using
amidation reaction, hydroxyl functionalized ABA tri-
BCPs could be cross-linked onto amine functionalized
CA substrate. The synthesized membrane was found to
have a well-controlled nanostructured selective layer
which exhibited improved mechanical strength and
stability during the water filtration process (Xie et al.,
2013). In addition to the interfacial cross-linking, vesicles
can be cross-linked internally to enhance the bilayer
stability through methacrylate chemistry (Sun et al.,
2013c). The chemical cross-linking method could be
done after charge-enhanced vesicle deposition. Wang
group fused and immobilized polydopamine-coated vesi-
cles onto a poly(amide-imide) NF membrane with PEI
cross-linked with the substrate (Li et al., 2014).

4.1.4 Interfacial polymerization

To fabricate a mechanically robust, defect-free and scalable
AQP-based membrane, the traditional interfacial polymer-
ization that is used to fabricate NF, RO and FO membranes
is adopted. The idea is to embed AQP-incorporated
liposomes or polymersomes into the selective layer of
the thin film composite (TFC) membranes (Fig. 8d). The
vesicles will be suspended in aqueous solution that
contains one of the monomers m-phenylenediamine
(MPD). After polysulfone substrates are exposed to the
aqueous solution, the left MPD on the surface will react
with the other monomer 1,3,5-benzenetricarbonyl trichlor-
ide at the interface and form cross-linked polyamide layer
with proteoliposomes or proteopolymersomes embedded.
The hypothesis is that the existence of these AQP-
incorporated vesicles inside the polyamide layer will
provide additional water transport pathways and thus
improve the water permeability and salt rejection. Because
this method is established on the mature and commercia-
lized interfacial polymerization technology, this type of

Fig. 8 Four strategies to fabricate aquaporin-incorporated vesi-
cle-based membranes. (a) Direct vesicle fusion; (b) Charge-
enhanced vesicle deposition; (c) Chemical cross-linking;
(d) Interfacial polymerization.
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AQP-based membranes can be produced at an industrial
scale. Tang group first demonstrated this concept and the
membrane with AqpZ-incorporated proteoliposomes
immobilized was up to 200 cm2 in size. The membrane
had a similar flux compared to a brackish water RO
membrane (BW30) but achieved similar salt rejection (up
to 97%) of a sea water RO membrane (SW30HR) (Zhao
et al., 2012b). Later this method was validated on hollow
fiber membranes, which achieved 200% water perme-
ability improvement and showed 97.5% salt rejection
compared to BW30 (Li et al., 2015). These biomimetic
membranes reduced energy input and required only half of
the pressure that is applied to conventional membranes.
The membranes were also tested in FO modes and no
noticeable salt back diffusion was detected. Following
these two proof-of-concept studies, fouling resistance,
membrane stability and long-term performance were
evaluated (Qi et al., 2016; Li et al., 2017b; Chun et al.,
2018; Górecki et al., 2020) and highly permeable AQP-
based RO and FO membranes were finally manufactured
after optimizations (Li et al., 2017a, 2019b). For municipal
wastewater treatment, AQP-based FO membranes were
applied in an osmotic membrane bioreactor and found to
well complement biological treatment in terms of notable
removal efficiency of biologically persistent trace organics
and have stable compatibility with activated sludge
treatment (Luo et al., 2018). This type of membranes has
been commercialized by Aquaporin A/S (Mentzel et al.,
2014). However, the understanding of transport within the
AQP-embedded polyamide layer is unclear, and the
functionality of AQPs is not revealed yet. Several recent
studies showed that the dominant transport was governed
by the solution-diffusion mechanism (Xie et al., 2018) and
the difference between AQP-based and commercially
available FO membranes was not significant in terms of
key parameters and performances (Xia et al., 2017).

4.2 2-dimensional nanosheet-based membranes

4.2.1 2-dimensional nanosheet synthesis

Most of BWC or AWC-based membranes adopt the
aforementioned technologies: grafting BWC or AWC-
embedded vesicles into the selective layer of polymer
membranes. This approach is straightforward, but the
vesicles limit the loading density of BWCs or AWCs of
interest, in addition to the stability and scalability issues.
Provided cylindrical shapes of proteins or channels and
their stability within hydrophobic membranes, it is
possible to assemble them into 2D arrays with high
packing density and vertical orientation. This is derived
from electron crystallography several decades ago (Jap
et al., 1991; Fujiyoshi, 1998). During that period, MPs
were assembled into 2D arrays (i.e., 2D crystals). These
biological pores are aligned vertically with high packing
density epitaxially and high order within lipid membranes.

2D arrays were used for determining protein structure by
electron microscopy (Jap et al., 1991; Fujiyoshi, 1998).
From the separation point of view, they are ideal nano-
sized porous materials for molecular exclusion which
enable minimum transport resistance and maximum
permeation. In BWC or AWC-based 2D arrays, the
molar lipid (or polymer) to protein (or channel) ratios are
close to ~1, indicating a high protein (or channel) fraction.
The packing density of 2D nanosheet could achieve
104~105 pores/mm2 which is much higher than the density
of CNTs in current CNT-based membranes (Shen et al.,
2015).
2D nanosheet synthesis is similar to the recontinuation

of BWCs or AWCs into vesicles (Fig. 9). Briefly, purified
proteins or channels are first mixed with lipids or BCPs in
detergent-added buffer and form ‘mixed micelles’, which
will be subject to a detergent removal process. After
complete removal of the detergent, 2D crystals will form
under optimized conditions. The 2D nanosheets usually
have micro-sized dimensions epitaxially (Fig. 9). The
ordered structure can be imaged and visualized by
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) or cryogenic
TEM. This traditional dialysis method renders highly
ordered structures but is also semi-empirical. Sometimes
trial and error are necessitated to determine the optimized
conditions to form 2D crystals of a particular BWC or
AWC. In summary, an appropriate molar protein (or
channel) to lipid (or BCP) ratio (Kumar et al., 2012; Shen
et al., 2015) detergent removal rate (Kumar et al., 2012),
hydrophobic physical and chemical mismatches (Ren
et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018) are the three detrimental
factors for 2D nanosheet formation.
Because most BWCs or AWCs are in cylindrical shapes,

insertion of these pillar-shaped blocks into amphiphilic
lipid or BCP membranes with similar height will change
the morphology of the formed aggregates. Most lipids or
BCPs form vesicular or tubular self-assembled structures,
mainly affected by their relative hydrophobic and hydro-
philic block volume (Israelachvili et al., 1977; Mai and
Eisenberg, 2012). With addition of BWCs or AWCs, the
curvature of the formed membranes will change accord-
ingly. These short cylindrical channels seem to flatten the
membranes. As concentration of BWCs or AWCs
increases, the morphology of the self-assembled aggre-
gates transfers from monodispersed vesicle, giant vesicle,
planner membrane to finally 2D crystals with high protein
or channel packing density (Fig. 10a). This critical ratio
where 2D arrays form needs to be determined experimen-
tally. In 2012, Kumar group reconstituted AQP0 into two
BCP membranes: di-BCP PB-PEO and tri-BCP PMOXA-
PDMS-PMOXA (or ABA) (Kumar et al., 2012). A clear
transition from vesicles to planner membranes and
tetragonal 2D crystals was observed when the molar
protein to polymer ratios were increased from 0.01, to 0.1
and ~1. The same group also tested PAP[5] AWCs in both
phosphatidylcholine lipid and PB-PEO BCP membranes
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(Shen et al., 2015, 2018). They found the similar trend and
when the molar channel to lipid (or polymer) ratios were
close to 1, densely packed 2D membranes formed
(Fig. 10a).
Detergent and self-assembly conditions also play

important roles in protein (or channel) lipid (or BCP)
aggregate morphology. To prevent any structural changes
of proteins or channels from ionic amphiphiles, nonionic
detergents such as octyl-β,D-glucoside (OG) are used for
the dialysis process (Seddon et al., 2004). At the beginning
of the dialysis, a complete dissolution of proteins or
channels in detergent is needed and the dialysis usually
requires 4% (w/v) OG as the starting concentration. Since
2D array formation is thermodynamically favorable, the
process kinetics (e.g., detergent removal rate and tempera-
ture) are critical. Through a series of TEM characteriza-
tions, an optimized detergent removal rate was found to be
~5 mg/ml per day and this is particularly important when
the detergent concentration transits through its critical
micelle concentration (Fig. 10b) (Kumar et al., 2012). This
process (named as slow dialysis compared to traditional
dialysis) can be achieved by doubling the dialysis solution
volume with detergent free buffer by every 8 h. The

Fig. 9 The dialysis method is used to synthesize mem-
brane protein or artificial channel-based 2D arrays. The
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image shows
tetragonally packed (as indicated by the inset Fourier
transform diagram) aquaporin Z (AqpZ) 2D crystals in 1,2-
dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-(succinyl)
lipid (unpublished data). Scale bar is 200 nm.

Fig. 10 Several factors influencing protein or artificial channel-based 2D array formation. (a) Protein (or channel) to lipid (or block
copolymer, BCP) ratio. A clear transition from vesicular to planner membranes was observed when the molar channel (peptide-appended
pillar[5]arene, PAP[5]) to lipid (phosphatidylcholine, PC) ratios (mCLR) were increased from 0.05 to ~1. Scale bars are 100 nm.
Reproduced with permission from Shen et al., 2015. Copyright 2015 National Academy of Sciences. (b) Detergent removal rate. When the
detergent removal rate was lowered down to ~5 mg/ml per day, aquaporin 0 (AQP0) started to form 2D crystals in poly(butadiene)-b-poly
(ethylene oxide) (PB12) membranes when the molar protein to polymer ratio was 0.77. Scale bars are 100 nm. Reproduced with
permission from Kumar et al., 2012. Copyright 2012 American Chemical Society. (c) Hydrophobic physical mismatch. A computational
simulation showed the physical mismatch between PAP[5] channels (~4 nm) and 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(POPC, ~4 nm), PB12 (3.7 nm) and PB23 (5.4 nm) membranes and how PB23 membrane deformed around the PAP[5] channel.
Reproduced with permission from Shen et al., 2018. Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group. (d) Hydrophobic chemical mismatch. 4,4’-
Bis(4’-(N,N-bis(6”-(N,N,N-trimethylammonium)hexyl)amino)-styryl)stilbene tetraiodide (DSSN+) can probe relative hydrophobicity of
membrane environment. The larger relative emission shift indicates larger hydrophobic chemical mismatch. The smaller shift in PC/
phosphatidylserine (PS) membranes showed PAP[5] channels were more favorable in lipid than in PB-PEO membranes. Reproduced with
permission from Ren et al., 2017. Copyright 2017 John Wiley and Sons.
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dialysis can be performed at 4°C instead of room
temperature. Kumar group found these optimizations
could lower down the detergent removal rate and increase
the order of the 2D crystals (Kumar et al., 2012).
Hydrophobic compatibility directly reflects the interac-

tion between proteins (or channels) and lipids (or BCPs)
and can be assessed from both physical and chemical
perspectives. Physical compatibility, also denoted as
physical hydrophobic mismatch, represents the difference
between protein (or channel) length and lipid (or BCP
membrane) thickness. For a protein or channel of interest,
it is important to select a proper lipid or BCP to match the
dimension in order to maximize the contact and lower the
system energy for self-assembly. RsAqpZ, an AQP from
Rhodobacter sphaeroides, was reconstituted into two ABA
tri-BCPs (Ren et al., 2017). The protein had a columnar
height of ~3 nm. The hydrophobic domain thicknesses of
the two selected tri-BCPs were 4.4 nm and 9.0 nm for
ABA22 and ABA60, respectively. The research showed
that RsAqpZ had more than doubled insertion efficiency in
the shorter ABA22 than the longer ABA60 membranes.
PAP[5] AWCs were studied in a series of PB-PEO di-BCPs
with different hydrophobic block lengths (Shen et al.,
2018). PB12, PB23, and PB33 polymers had hydrophobic
bilayer thicknesses of 5.1�0.6 nm, 6.0�0.5 nm, and
7.4�0.5 nm, while the channel had a columnar height of
~4 nm. The channel could be functionally reconstituted
into PB12 and PB23 membranes, but only in PB12, this
channel formed densely packed planner membranes. A
computational simulation showed how PB23 membranes
bent to match the dimension of the PAP[5] channels (Fig.
10c). Chemical hydrophobicity difference between pro-
teins or channels and bilayer membranes is similar to
polymer-polymer interaction described by the Flory-
Huggins theory (Huggins, 1942; Flory and Krigbaum,
1951; Feng et al., 2017). If the difference can be
minimized, the lowered free energy of mixing can favor
the insertion of proteins or channels into such membranes.
This chemical difference could be quantified by a water
soluble conjugated oligoelectrolyte 4,4’-bis(4’-(N,N-bis
(6”-(N,N,N-trimethylammonium)hexyl)amino)-styryl)stil-
bene tetraiodide (DSSN+) (Fig. 10d) (Garner et al., 2010).
This molecule was used to probe relative hydrophobicity
of bilayer hydrophobic blocks. Insertion of DSSN+ into
bilayer membranes leads to a blue shift of the emission due
to the low-polarity inner core of the bilayer compared with
aqueous environment (Garner et al., 2010). If the chemical
mismatches between proteins or channels and bilayer
membranes are larger, the relative shift after protein or
channel incorporation would be larger due to more polarity
change. This hypothesis has been validated using PAP[5]
channels with different bilayer membranes with similar
thickness (Ren et al., 2017; Shen et al., 2018). It was found
that the insertion of PAP[5] channels was more favorable
in lipid than in PB-PEO membranes from the perspective
of chemical compatibility (Fig. 10d). The results were

consistent with the finding that PAP[5] channels formed
more ordered 2D arrays in lipids (Shen et al., 2015) than in
PB12 membranes (Shen et al., 2018). It is critical to choose
a proper lipid or BCP to match both physical and chemical
compatibilities with the selected BWC or AWC in order to
form highly ordered and packed 2D membranes.
Magnetic fields could be used to improve 2D crystal

order. A novel method is to utilize the diamagnetic
anisotropy (the intrinsic material property known as
diamagnetism when a strong magnetic field is applied, as
shown in Fig. 11a) of proteins or channels to impose order
on the system during the dialysis-driven crystallization
process. When such a magnetic field was applied during
the crystallization of OmpF in PB-PEO membranes, not
only the order of 2D crystals was enhanced, the size also
significantly increased (Fig. 11a) (Klara et al., 2016).
However, this method is not readily scalable because of the
limited access to such a strong magnetic field (7.5 T). On
the other hand, the traditional dialysis approach is the most
effective way to produce high-quality 2D crystals of
proteins or channels in lipid or BCP membranes. However,
a large amount of expensive detergent will be consumed,
and the processing time usually takes several days, which
implies scalability concerns of this method. Solvent casting
approach therefore may become a proper substitution to
reduce the fabrication time and save chemical cost. The
latest study on MP-based high-throughput filters compared
both dialysis and solvent casting methods (Fig. 11b) (Tu
et al., 2020). The latter approach used methanol/chloro-
form as solvent. When the MPs and BCP films were
formed upon the evaporation of the solvent, a quick
rehydration using aqueous buffer resulted in 2D nanosheet
formation. Compared to the 6-day processing time of the
dialysis method, the solvent method only required 2 h
which was less time consuming and also resource efficient.
However, the dialysis method produces more ordered
crystal structure. Nevertheless, the successful application
of the solvent method may open the possibility to scale up
fabrication of channel-based membranes.

4.2.2 Membrane fabrication

Packed BWCs or AWCs in lipid or BCP membranes are
micro-sized flakes (Fig. 12a), like other 2D materials
such graphene (Guo and Dong, 2011), graphene oxide
(Compton and Nguyen, 2010), MoS2 (Venkata Subbaiah et
al., 2016), and Mxene nanosheets (Lei et al., 2015). A less
than 100 nm thin layer of these 2D nanosheets immobi-
lized on a solid porous support can reduce filtration
resistance and preserve the original permeability and
selectivity provided by these thousands of aligned
subnanometer pores. A layer-by-layer technology, which
is the technology to build up multilayer constructs using
different materials, was successfully modified and adopted
to make 2D nanosheet-based membranes (Rajesh et al.,
2014). This method was first reported in the study of PAP
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[5] AWC-based membranes (Fig. 12a) (Shen et al., 2018).
The 2D nanosheets were made by the slow dialysis method
(Section 4.2.1) (Kumar et al., 2012). To enhance the
interaction between the 2D nanosheets and interlayered
cationic polyelectrolyte PEI, carboxyl-functionalized

BCPs were used to ensure the final 2D sheets were fully
carboxyl-terminated on both sides, which fully took the
advantage of the chemical turnability of BCPs (Feng et al.,
2017). A PCTE membrane with 50 nm pore and a
polyethersulfone membrane with 30 nm pore were applied
as the substrates, respectively. Before layer-by-layer
deposition, the support membranes were treated in a UV/
ozone cleaner to obtain a negatively charged surface. The
cleaned membranes were then assembled into a stirred cell
covered with cationic PEI. Some of the polymers formed
electrostatic interaction with the oppositely charged base
membranes. The membranes were rinsed with deionized
water and the extra PEI was washed off. In the next step, a
solution of PAP[5] 2D nanosheet suspension was loaded
on the top of the substrate and the nanosheets were
physically deposited onto the substrate by filtration.
Multiple rounds of PEI/PAP[5] nanosheets deposition
were conducted until the surface was observed with no
defects, which could be tracked by scanning electron
microscopy (Fig. 12b). It was found 3 to 4 rounds of
deposition could ensure ~100% coverage of the nanosheets
on the substrates. After the physical deposition, the PEI
and carboxyl-functionalized BCPs were cross-linked using
1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide hydro-
chloride to enhance the mechanical strength of the
composite membranes. Following the similar procedure,
Tu et al. 2020 employed 3 β-barrel BWCs (OmpF, FhuA
DC/D4L and αHL) instead of AWCs and developed BWC-
based membranes (Tu et al., 2020). The membranes from
three selected BWCs have pore sizes of 0.8 nm, 1.3 nm,
and 1.5 nm, respectively. In this study, the 2D nanosheets

Fig. 11 Two approaches to optimize membrane protein or
channel-based 2D crystal formation. (a) Under a magnetic field,
outer membrane protein F (OmpF) was expected to have a
preferred orientation and the 2D crystals formed in block
copolymer (BCP) membranes had bigger size and higher order.
Reproduced with permission from Klara et al. (2016). Copyright
2016 American Chemical Society. (b) The solvent method is used
to synthesize membrane protein or artificial channel-based 2D
arrays in BCP membranes within a few hours.

Fig. 12 A modified layer-by-layer technique for synthesis of membrane protein (MP) or channel-embedded 2-dimensional (2D)
nanosheet-based membranes. (a) A schematic illustration of layered deposition of 2D nanosheets onto a porous support. The transmission
electron microscopy image (unpublished data) showed peptide-appended pillar[5]arene (PAP[5]) formed 2D nanosheets in poly
(butadiene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PB12-PEO10) membranes. Scale bar is 200 nm. (b) Scanning electron microscopy images
(unpublished data) showed the polyethersulfone (PES) support before and after PAP[5]-embedded 2D nanosheet immobilization, and the
cross-sectional view showed the thin layer of the 2D nanosheets. Scale bars are 2 mm. (c) Comparison of water permeability (LMH/bar)
and molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) (Da) of MP or channel-embedded 2D nanosheet-based membranes with commercial nanofiltration
(NF) or ultrafiltration membranes. Reproduced with permission from Tu et al. (2020). Copyright 2020 Nature Publishing Group.
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were prepared by both dialysis and solvent methods
(Section 4.2.1); the latter approach accelerated the
processing time significantly.
The 2D nanosheet-based membranes are endowed with

the inherent permeability and selectivity of the embedded
BWCs or AWCs (Fig. 12c). The permeabilities of PAP[5],
OmpF, FhuA DC/D4L and αHL-based membranes were
65�13, 293�51, 725�226 and 2,107�235 LMH/bar, with
MWCOs of ~450, ~480, ~1,130 and ~930 Da, respectively
(Shen et al., 2018; Tu et al., 2020). Within the comparable
molecular exclusion range (500 to 1000 Da), these
biomimetic membranes demonstrated 1 to 3 orders of
magnitude higher permeability compared to commercial
membranes. A more comprehensive characterization of the
d-spacing between the lamellar 2D sheets by X-ray
diffraction indicated ~1.5 nm spacing and lateral flow
between the adjacent layers, but the solute rejection was
from the vertical size exclusion through the embedded
channels (Shen et al., 2018).

4.3 Lamellar block copolymer channel-based membranes

Although BWCs and AWCs have been successfully
employed for membrane fabrication and showed their
intrinsic selectivity and permeability, the aqueous-based
processing (i.e., aqueous-based self-assembly and the
modified layer-by-layer technique) is not suitable for
scale-up. The membrane area is limited by the size of the
2D nanosheets. The processing time is relatively long.
Even if the solvent casting approach is adopted, it may still
require approximately one day including nanosheet
transfer, immobilization and cross-linking. To optimize
the fabrication process and make this type of membrane
more scalable, solvent-based process is needed. Taking the
advantage of solvent compatibility of both AWCs and
BCPs, lamellar BCP channel-based membranes can be

made with less complicated steps and processing time
(Fig. 13a) (Lang et al., 2018). The hypothesis of this
approach is that biological channels or AWCs will
automatically insert into the hydrophobic region of the
lamellar BCPs which are reminiscent of lipids, with
alternating hydrophilic and hydrophobic layers. With
optimized design, the inserted channels can align and
interact well with the hydrophobic domains due to the
channel’s hydrophobic shell and favored hydrophobic
interaction.
To test this hypothesis, a new series of poly(isoprene)-b-

poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(isoprene) (IOI) tri-BCPs were
designed where ‘I’ represented the cross-linkable hydro-
phobic block poly(isoprene) and ‘O’ represented the
hydrophilic block poly(ethylene oxide) (Lang et al.,
2019). First IO di-BCPs were synthesized and tested to
ensure a low background water permeability using vesicle-
based transport studies, indicating membranes made of this
type of BCPs can act as a non-porous substrate. Then IOI
tri-BCPs were designed to fabricate lamellar membranes
(Fig. 13b). Briefly, a water-soluble sacrificial polymer
layer poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfo-
nate (PEDOT:PSS) was spin coated on a UV/ozone treated
silicon wafer. IOI tri-BCP (with or without channels)
solution in tetrahydrofuran, together with the photoinitiator
and cross-linker, was spin coated on the top of this
PEDOT:PSS layer. After the film was cross-linked under
UV by thiol-ene click chemistry, it can be detached from
the substrate by immersing the wafer into water carefully
to dissolve the sacrificial layer. The floated film was later
transferred onto another substrate for characterizations.
The first IOI-based membranes showed lamellar structures,
but also contained micro-sized defects due to the semi-
crystalline property of PEO domain covering the entire
polymer film. After suppressing this effect using lithium
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) during film

Fig. 13 Fabrication of lamellar block copolymer (BCP) channel-based membranes. (a) A schematic illustration of the design of lamellar
BCP channel-based membranes. Reproduced with permission from Lang et al. (2019). Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (b) A
schematic illustration of BCP film fabrication using a spin coating technique.
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formation (Benrabah et al., 1993), the optimized LiTFSI-
doped film showed defect-free 3-layer lamellar structures,
as demonstrated by atomic force microscopy and grazing
incidence small-angle X-ray scattering. The insertion of
fluorophore-labeled PAP[5] channels was confirmed by
confocal microscopy.
The optimized film was transferred onto an aluminum

oxide substrate to form a TFC membrane, with approxi-
mately 90 nm thickness on the top of the substrate. The
control membrane, after additional sealing procedures,
showed a very low background permeability below 1
LHM/bar. After PAP[5] channels were embedded, the
permeability improved by ~6 fold and the membranes
displaced a sharp MWCO transition from 350 to 500 Da,
which was characteristic for PAP[5] and consistent with
the previous molecular transport studies in lipid vesicles
and nanosheet-based membranes (~450 Da) (Shen et al.,
2015, 2018). This IOI tri-BCP-based lamellar membrane
can be used as a general scaffold membrane for other
functional channels such as gramicidin A to fabricate
channel-based ion exchange membranes.

5 Engineered biological and artificial water

channels

Pore engineering is necessary in order to improve the
permeability and selectivity of existing BWCs and AWCs.
Modifying the internal environment of biological pores can
be achieved through site-directed mutagenesis assisted by
computational simulations. Traditional post modifications
are difficult because of the complexity of these transmem-
brane pores. For synthetic channels, a systematic pore
engineering is not well established. The modification
methods were specially tailored for a particular type of
channels.

5.1 Pore engineering of biological water channels

Modifying pore structures of existing BWCs can improve
their permeability and selectivity. AQP0 is a water channel
protein that is exclusively expressed in lens (Virkki et al.,
2001). Compared to other members of the ubiquitous
AQPs family such as AQP1 which mainly exists in red
blood cells and kidney (Sabolic et al., 1992), the
permeability of AQP0 is much lower (Agre, 2004). This
is because in AQP0, the two pore-lining amino acid
residues, Tyr23 and Tyr149 extend toward the pore center
and lower the water permeability (Fig. 14a). In AQP1, the
corresponding residues are substituted by smaller Phe24
and Thr157, respectively (Saboe et al., 2017). Two single
mutants AQP0-Y23F and AQP0-Y149T and one double
mutant AQP0-Y23F/Y149Twere constructed to verify the
steric effect hypothesis (Saboe et al., 2017). The double

mutant elevated the permeability by 40-fold to a level
comparable to that of AQP1. The simulation results
revealed Tyr23 was more dominant for the low water
permeability of AQP0 rather than Tyr149. The mutation of
Tyr23 also changed the pore profile at the near-by gate
formed by residue Arg187.
Following this research, a systematic angstrom-scale

pore engineering was conducted using a workflow
combined with PoreDesigner, MD simulation and experi-
mental validation (Fig. 14b). The study selected OmpF, a
β-barrel protein with a pore diameter of ~0.8 nm, as the
engineering platform (Chowdhury et al., 2018b). The
native OmpF has a much higher single-channel water
permeability compared to AQP1, without any salt rejection
(a corresponding MWCO of ~600 Da). To engineer OmpF
to maintain its high water permeation while rejecting salt,
the single-file water wire from AQP1 was first constructed
from MD simulations, used as a template and computa-
tionally displaced into the lumen of OmpF (Fig. 14b). The
PoreDesigner leveraged iterative protein design algorithm
to computationally mutate the pore-lining amino acid
residues to fill up the void spaces around the water wire.
The design enabled minimum interaction between the
water wire and pore wall and used relatively large
hydrophobic amino acids such as phenylalanine and
tryptophan to shrink the pore size. After simulations,
three representative mutant configurations were created:
uniform pore closure design (UCD), off-center pore
closure design (OCD) and cork-screw design (CSD)
(Fig. 14b). The representative mutant of each category
was selected, expressed and purified. They were recon-
stituted into liposomes for permeability and selectivity
characterizations experimentally. The stopped-flow light-
scattering measurement combined with FCS determined
that the permeabilities of all these three mutants ((3.3�0.2)
to 14.7�(0.9) � 1010 water molecules per second) were 1
order of magnitude higher than that of AQP1, and also
higher than the native OmpF due to the minimized water-
pore wall interactions as designed. This mechanism was
further confirmed by subsequent MD simulations. The
solute rejection tests showedMWCOs were ~342 Da, ~180
Da and ~58 Da, for OCD, CSD and UCD, respectively.
The UCD configuration was an AQP-like engineered pore
that had higher water permeability and achieved salt
rejection. Using this approach, it is possible to tune any
subnanometer pores for a variety of desired molecular
separations. Practical challenges of using biological
channel proteins are protein expression and structural
stability. The mutant may result in a low-yield expression
and the structure may not be stable as the native protein.

5.2 Pore engineering of artificial water channels

AWCs have been improved compared with their ancestors
upon structure, permeability and selectivity. 1) Pore
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environment becomes more hydrophobic, with less or
selected hydrogen bonds. This can be seen from hydrazide-
appended pillar[5]arenes (Hu et al., 2012) to PAP[5]
channels (Chen et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2015, 2018). The
latter design used more hydrophobic amino acids thus
reducing the hydrogen bonds between the pore wall and
encapsulated water wire. 2) Pore size also becomes
narrower to effectively reject salt. Pillar[5]arenes were
too large to occlude salt therefore a smaller hybrid[4]arene
ring was adopted (Song et al., 2020). Zeng group
optimized the pore sizes of their aquafoldamer channels
within the range of 3–4 Å to achieve a good balance
between permeability and selectivity (Shen et al., 2020b).
3) Water wire becomes more ordered. The imidazole
channels designed by Barboiu group (Licsandru et al.,
2016) and the latest pillar[5]arene channels designed by
Wang group (Li et al., 2019a) both used the chiral ideas to
improve the order of encapsulated water molecules.
However, systematic pore engineering has not been

demonstrated so far and seems to be difficult for AWCs.
The obstacles mainly come from available channel
scaffolds, synthesis and post modifications. Most biologi-
cal channels (e.g., AQPs and OmpF) are asymmetric.
Sometimes one pore-lining amino acid mutation can
effectively change the pore size and selectivity, which
can be achieved by well-established site-directed mutagen-
esis. This approach may not be directly adopted for AWCs,
which mostly have symmetric designs (e.g., pillar[5]arene
channels) or are self-assembled by repeatable subunits (e.

g., aquafoldamer channels). Pore engineering of AWCs
can be learned from other porous materials such as porous
organic cages (Hasell and Cooper, 2016), metal organic
frameworks (MOFs) (Cohen, 2012; Kalaj et al., 2020), and
covalent organic frameworks (COFs) (Nagai et al., 2011).
In most cases, symmetric post modifications are used.
Asymmetric synthesis or post modifications can be
extremely difficult, which have been demonstrated suc-
cessful in other porous materials such as porous organic
cages involving multiple protection and deprotection steps
(Liu et al., 2019b). The payback of the modified cage is a
highly tailored selective material for valuable hydrogen
isotope separation. Theoretically, this approach is doable,
but will significantly increase the cost. Take pillar[5]arene
channels as an example, the five side chains are symmetric
on both sides of the macrocyclic ring. It will be
considerably tough to modify one side chain while
protecting the others which could lead to a very low
synthesis yield. When employing the methodologies from
other porous materials, we need to consider the uniqueness
of AWCs as well: 1-dimensional structures vs. 3-dimen-
sional porous organic cages, MOFs and COFs, etc. With
the assistance from inspiration of biological systems
(Sanchez et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2013, 2017; Wegst
et al., 2015), synthesis breakthrough (Tabushi et al., 1982;
Lehn, 1988; Lehn, 1990), computational simulation
(Böckmann et al., 2008; Hub et al., 2009; Kutzner et al.,
2011), and robotic experimental platform (Burger et al.,
2020), future AWCs can be more delicate and selective.

Fig. 14 Pore engineering of biological water channels. (a) Structural comparison of low-water-permeability aquaporin 0 (AQP0, blue
ribbon) and high-water-permeability aquaporin 1 (AQP1, yellow ribbon) shows Tyr23 and Tyr149 of AQP0 (shown in gray with red
hydroxyl groups) extend into the water pathway, which is the reason for the low water permeability of AQP0. Reproduced with permission
from Saboe et al. (2017). Copyright 2017 Elsevier. (b) PoreDesigner was used to reengineer the pore of outer membrane protein F (OmpF)
to make it have AQP-like permeability and salt rejection properties. First, a water wire from AQP1 generated by molecular dynamics
(MD) simulation was placed in the lumen of OmpF. It was used as a template to redesign the OmpF pore geometry by filling up the empty
space around the water wire using large hydrophobic amino acids as the pore-lining residues. The mutations have three representative
internal pore geometries: off-center pore closure design (OCD), uniform pore closure design (UCD), and cork-screw design (CSD).
Reproduced with permission from Chowdhury et al. (2018). Copyright 2018 Nature Publishing Group.
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However, merits coexist with drawbacks: performance vs.
cost, which will be discussed in the final section.

6 Challenges and outlook

6.1 Scalability and practicability of current biomimetic
membranes

Biomimetic membranes have been through two stages: 1)
AQP-based membranes, 2) BWC or AWC 2D nanosheet-
based membranes and lamellar BCP membranes. The first
step of biomimicry was to directly utilize these biological
building blocks for membrane fabrication. After demon-
stration in the laboratory-scale studies for several years,
Aquaporin A/S has successfully commercialized AQP-
based membranes. They immobilize vesicles incorporating
AQPs in the selective layer of current RO or FO
membranes. This is a benchmark showing that biomimetic
membranes can be applied in industry. However, questions
regarding the additional cost from protein purification,
functionality of AQPs within the polymer membranes,
long-term stability and safety issues still exist (Holme
et al., 2015).
The second stage of biomimetic membranes is mimick-

ing AQPs and building synthetic analogs of AQPs. A
variety of artificial structures (i.e., AWCs) and related
membranes have been developed around these materials.
These membranes have shown the inherent properties of
the embedded BWCs or AWCs, as a proof of concept that
nano-scale structures inspired by nature determine mem-
brane performances. The 2D nanosheet-based membranes
have high permeability, up to 3 orders of magnitude
enhancement in contrast to comparable commercial NF
membranes. The MWCOs are much sharper as well. This
is due to the densely packed BWCs or AWCs per unit area
(~104–105 pores/mm2). However, such high permeability is
not necessary since selectivity is more critical. The
concentration polarization effect near membrane surface
will offset the benefit from permeability enhancement
(Werber et al., 2016a; Shi et al., 2017; Abdulsalam
Ebrahim et al., 2020). Several previous studies and
analysis have shown that approximately 1 order of
magnitude permeability enhancement are reasonable
considering both capital and operational costs (Okamoto
and Lienhard, 2019; Nassrullah et al., 2020). The loading
of BWCs or AWCs within biomimetic membranes are
needed to be optimized to balance permeability and
material cost. However, the layer-by-layer technology is
difficult to scale up. The size of this type of membranes is
small because of the micro-sized 2D nanosheets. The
utilization of lipids or BCPs as matrix membranes also
increase the fabrication cost. These materials are not only
expensive but will result in poor rejection of hydrophobic
solutes (Werber and Elimelech, 2018). If lipids or BCPs are

mainly used as separation layer matrix, seawater desalina-
tion and ultrapure water production are appropriate
applications. Wastewater reuse may not be suitable since
lipid or BCP membranes cannot sufficiently reject small
neutral hydrophobic contaminants such as pharmaceutical
compounds. Additionally, although AWCs are considered
more robust and stable than AQPs, these chemicals are still
in the development stage, with multiple-step synthesis and
relatively low yields.
Solvent casting has been used to make lamellar BCP

biomimetic membranes. This method is adopted from the
thin film fabrication technique in semiconductor industry.
The processing time can be reduced significantly. Com-
pared to 2D nanosheets, the packed channels in these
lamellar membranes are diluted. The membranes are also
restricted to smaller sizes compared to conventional
polymeric membranes. However, this approach can
produce scalable membranes for certain applications if
optimized properly. It is important to note that currently
most available BWCs and AWCs (except AQPs) used for
membrane fabrication are not strict water channels. The
selectivity locates within NF range and the mechanism is
exclusively size exclusion. Within this range (i.e.,
angstrom-scale separations) lies a variety of critical
applications. We believe artificial channel-based highly
selective membranes will benefit this area.

6.2 Future direction of bioinspired and biomimetic
membranes

The ultimate goal of biomimetic membranes is to borrow
ideas from nature-evolved highly efficient and selective
transport across cell membranes, re-innovate traditional
separation membranes and bestow them with these
properties. With more and more chemicals produced
today and to be produced in the future, we are facing
separation challenges as current membranes technologies
may reach their limits (e.g., the permeability-selectivity
trade-off) (Robeson, 1991, 2008; Freeman, 1999; Shannon
et al., 2008; Greenlee et al., 2009; Elimelech and Phillip,
2011; Guo et al., 2012; Adewole et al., 2013; Sholl and
Lively, 2016; Werber et al., 2016b; Koros and Zhang,
2017; Park et al., 2017). This is particularly important for
angstrom-scale separations. Within this range, a number of
critical and rewarding applications exist: pharmaceutical
and antibiotics separations (Harrison et al., 2015; Li et al.,
2020), extraction and recovery of highly valuable metals
including light lithium (Liu et al., 2019a), heavy metals
(Barakat, 2011; Pollmann et al., 2016; Falagán et al.,
2017), noble metals and rare earth elements (Hodnik et al.,
2016; Yang et al., 2017; Balaram, 2019; Cheisson and
Schelter, 2019), oil and gas refinery (Peng et al., 2018), gas
separations (Dalane et al., 2017), separation of challenging
environmental co-contaminants (Madsen et al., 2015;
Miao et al., 2020) (such as 1,4-dioxane and coexisting
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chlorinated solvents that are similar in size and shapes). All
these applications involve filtrate molecules with similar
dimensions, polarities or charges from a few hundred to
several thousand Dalton. Biomimetic membranes as
described in this review have shed lights on pore
engineering for angstrom-scale separations. Precise design
of pore structures at nanoscales allows molecular exclusion
in light of steric hindrance, electrostatic repulsion,
dielectric effect and van der Waals force instead of the
solution-diffusion mechanism (Epsztein et al., 2020). In
this regard, bioinspired separation materials and other
porous materials such as MOFs, COFs, porous organic
cages and 2D materials (Qiu et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016)
tread different paths that lead to the same destination:
engineering membrane structure and transport at molecular
scales, thus improving the overall separation efficiency.
They are also faced with similar challenges and follow the
Gartner Hype Cycle (Fig. 15a) (McCutcheon, 2019). New
technologies usually flourish rapidly after invention, and
then peak at a point of ‘inflated expectations’ before falling
quickly into a ‘disillusion valley’ when the technologies
fail to deliver the promises. These technologies may
recover and eventually find their own niches and reach
some level of commercial success. Most academic research
overlays well with this cycle, accompanied with tons of
publications, presentations and funding opportunities at the
beginning before vanishing in our eyesight shortly. These
novel materials possess remarkable separation efficiencies
but are difficult to be integrated into traditional scalable
membrane industry. The market is there (i.e., a variety of
challenging separations and valuable products). In this
regard, how to develop highly selective pore structures and
transplant them into scalable membranes are two major
challenges from fundamental and practical perspectives,
respectively.
We first need breakthroughs in fundamental science. The

key for pore engineering from the biomimetic perspective
is discovering nature-evolved, highly efficient biological
transport channels and developing synthetic approaches
that can precisely mimic those transports. Fundamental
understanding at the molecular level and high-yield and
scalable synthesis technologies are imperative. Following
the above steps is to engineer the nanoscale structures of
separation membranes, which usually employ these
biological or synthetic building blocks to make high-
performance membranes as a proof of concept and validate
the hypothesis.
After those new concepts are triggered, we need to

bridge fundamental and applied researches. The key for
separation science is to bridge novel and traditional
separation materials. There is a second trade-off: perfor-
mance vs. cost (or scalability) (Fig. 15b). New materials
often possess extraordinary performances (i.e., high
permeability and selectivity), but they suffer from limited
scalability, high cost and low compatibility with traditional
materials. One potential solution to this dilemma is to
reversely engineer conventional and scalable materials
(e.g., polymers) to mimic, or partly mimic the structures of
these novel materials (e.g., biological channels or
synthetically porous and selective materials). We need to
strike a balance between performance and cost. The
engineered separation materials can approach (or partially
approach) the performances of novel materials and
maintain the original scalability. The enhancement may
not be as remarkable as those novel materials. However, as
long as the technology is transformative and scalable, the
implementation of the new technologies can result in
significant reduction in both capital and operational costs,
even providing 10-20% selectivity enhancement. In this
regard, the bioinspired concept can be thought as
successful in industrial scale applications. We may see
this idea from several recent studies on polyamide RO

Fig. 15 Challenges for bioinspired and biomimetic membranes. (a) The Gartner Hype Cycle. Reproduced from https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Hype_cycle. Most newly invented technologies follow this trend, including the majority of the novel materials developed in
academia for separations. (b) Performance-cost trade-off for separation materials. A cost limit should be set for a new technology or
material. Within that range, we should make efforts to improve separation efficiency by either reengineering traditional materials or
downgrading biomimetic materials to achieve certain scalability.
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membranes that employed a couple of novel technologies
(e.g., templated interfacial polymerization, additive man-
ufacturing and 3D printing) (Chowdhury et al., 2018a; Tan
et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2020). The
resulting ‘new’ RO membranes showed unique internal
nanoscale structures and enhanced transport properties.
Recently, one of the artificial water channels discussed in
the paper, imidazole I-quartets from Barboiu group, has
been integrated into polyamide film of RO membrane
during the interfacial polymerization process and the
resulting membrane showed 99.5% rejection of NaCl or
91.4% rejection of boron with a water permeability of ~2.5
LMH/bar (Di Vincenzo et al., 2020). This doping approach
could be scalable if the process is optimized and the as-
synthesized membranes are defect-free and exhibit the
embedded channels’ functionality.
The third key for bioinspired and biomimetic mem-

branes is even if these novel materials cannot be largely
scaled up, they can be optimized and targeted at special
applications with highly rewarding products. In addition to
BWCs, a plenty of biological channels are good candidates
to mimic (e.g., ion-selective channels (Carmichael et al.,
1989; Voyer and Robitaille, 1995; Dhakshnamoorthy et al.,
2016; Kumar et al., 2016; Sakipov et al., 2018) and chiral
channels (Chen et al., 2013; Klaerke et al., 2018; Kocsis
et al., 2018a) that can be used in pharmaceutical, metal
refinery and battery industries. Since treatment capacity in
these fields may not be as large as that in water and
wastewater treatment and the feed stream is often well
pretreated with little contaminants, bioinspired and
biomimetic membranes with small or moderate scales
could handle the process and achieve much better
separation efficiency.
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Abbreviation

Aquaporins: AQPs

Aquaporin 0: AQP0

Aquaporin 1: AQP1

Aquaporin Z: AqpZ

Aquaporin from Rhodobacter sphaeroides: RsAqpZ

Artificial water channels: AWCs

α-Hemolysin: αHL

Biological water channels: BWCs

4,4’-Bis(4’-(N,N-bis(6”-(N,N,N-trimethylammonium)hexyl)amino)-styryl)
stilbene tetraiodide: DSSN+

Block copolymers: BCPs

Carbon nanotubes: CNTs

Carbon nanotube porins: CNTPs

Cellulose acetate: CA

Cork-screw design: CSD

Covalent organic frameworks: COFs

2-Dimentional: 2D

Diblock copolymers: di-BCPs

Ferric hydroxamate uptake protein component A: FhuA

Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy: FCS

Forward osmosis: FO

Lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide: LiTFSI

L$m–2$h–1: LMH

Membrane proteins: MPs

Metal organic frameworks: MOFs

Molecular dynamics: MD

Molecular weight: MW

Molecular weight cut-off: MWCO

m-Phenylenediamine: MPD

Nanofiltration: NF

Off-center pore closure design: OCD

Octyl-β,D-glucoside: OG

Outer membrane protein F: OmpF

1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine: POPC

Peptide-appended hybrid[4]arene: PAH[4]

Peptide-appended pillar[5]arenes: PAP[5]

Phosphatidylcholine: PC

Phosphatidylserine: PS

Polyacrylonitrile: PAN

Poly(butadiene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide): PB-PEO

polycarbonate track etched membrane: PCTE

Poly(ethylenimine): PEI

Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate: PEDOT:PSS

Poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)-b-poly-(dimethysiloxane)-b-poly(2-methyl-2-
oxazoline): PMOXA-

PDMS-PMOXA, ABA

Poly(isoprene)-b-poly(ethylene oxide)-b-poly(isoprene): IOI

Reverse osmosis: RO

Root-mean-squared deviation: RMSD

Thin film composite: TFC

Transmission electron microscopy: TEM

Triblock copolymers: tri-BCPs

Ultraviolet–visible: UV/vis

Uniform pore closure design: UCD
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